
I N NORTH PARK, ROUGHLY 7000 PEOPLE A

year walk into a burning building. Or a
smoking tower. Or down a deep, confin-

ing hole. Besides the high temperatures, it’s
nothing to sweat over… at least, for trainees at
the County of Allegheny Department of
Emergency Services Fire Academy. 

Staff Instructor Al Wickline leads me
through the “burn building,” one test for
trainees. The inside, coated with layers of ash,
reminds me of a fireplace. Wickline’s voice
echoes off the blackened walls as he describes
a basic training session from a program he cre-
ated, “The Pennsylvania Essentials of Fire
Fighting,” one of several that run from
February to November. 

I picture firefighters inching through the
doorway, flames reflecting in their masks.
They are only 14 – 20 years old (a typical age

for beginners), but greatly prepared in mind-
set. Smoke heavily lingers as teams of two nav-
igate through the hazy heat and spot the fire.
It “mushrooms” from the ground to the ceil-
ing, creating a canopy — a common sight in
residential fires. The temperature rises to 400
degrees. 

If you think that’s hot, it’s not. A firefight-
er’s suit can withstand heat up to 900 degrees.
But that’s just the floor’s temperature. Above,
it’s a scorching 1300 degrees.

In the next room, Wickline points to a stair-
way and describes an advanced session: “You
come down feet first on your belly and the fire
goes out over your head.” Excitement sparks in
his eyes as he remembers the adrenaline rush. 

Outside, our shoes leave sooty footprints as
we pass broken glass and scattered car parts:
remnants from a burning vehicle. “We try to

create worst case scenarios that are realistic,”
Wickline says, explaining they sometimes
replicate news stories. There are overturned
HazMat vehicles (leaking water, don’t worry),
trenches, rope repelling, and fire engines – all
options to specialize in after the basic course. 

We stop next to a red trailer, a “Flash Over
Simulator,” the only place in Western PA where
firefighters can learn to control a fire from sud-
denly climbing to 1500 degrees. Inside the
small compartment, six trainees will take turns
kneeling before an inferno for 30 minutes. A
barrel and several hanging chunks of wood
burn: the glue within them creates flammable
chemicals for the blaze to feed upon. 

Sound crazy?  It’s all part of the program’s
88 hours of ignited instruction volunteer fire-
fighters receive to protect you.

Now that’s hot!
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